Aristotle and a New Financial Technology!
‘A digital currency and a philosophy to change the world!’
Aristotle, 4th century BC.
‘The most hated sort (of money creation), and with the greatest reason, is usury, which makes a gain out of money
itself, and not from the natural object of it. For money was intended to be used in exchange,
but not to increase at interest.’
For thousands of years the greatest lighting technology upon our planet was the open
fire, the flaming torch, the candle, and the oil lamp. And then we discovered electricity
and the light globe!
For thousands of years we have used debt-based money as a financial technology to trade
goods and services, through time. This technology, however, suffers from the ‘vampire
problem’. A vampire goes to the bank and arranges a $1 loan, bearing 6% annual compound
interest, calculated daily, and then the vampire goes home for a quick nap. He wakes up, 550 years later, to discover that he
now owes the bank 214 trillion dollars! This is why debt-based monetary systems are only used by the ignorant, the insane,
and the psychopathic!
We could, however, use the same asset-based monetary system used by the other two million species
upon our planet, a monetary system based upon life-force, a power given freely from the cosmos.
Money can now be defined as ‘human life-force traded within a marketplace’. The measure for money
becomes, ‘the distance that a typical human being, walking at the normal speed of 5km/hr, will cover
within one hour, that is 5000 metres’. This is a measure of human physiology, human psyche, time,
distance, and the speed of light, as a metre is a measure of the speed of light within a vacuum.
We can now create a financial asset lake within the heart of our nation, a lake comprised from ‘droplets of life-force’. In the
Australian example, 20 million people, times $A25 an hour, times 40 hours per week, times 50 weeks per year, creates an asset
lake of one trillion dollars, a power source which can drive the national economy, free from the four financial demons, those
of debt, interest, taxation, and inflation! The people are now free from the prisons of debt peonage, the people have become
their own central bank and the people can now withdraw their own future life-force in the form of interest-free assets.
This asset monetary system fulfils Aristotle’s five definitions for authentic money, to be portable, durable, divisible, easily
recognisable, and intrinsically valuable. This system fulfils the economists’ dream for a financial technology which is 100%
reserve and operates using the most frugal technological costs. This monetary system answers five primal monetary questions.
What is money? What is the measure for money? Who shall create the monetary supply? Who shall derive the benefits from
the streams of interest? And shall we create our monetary supply as assets or debts? This asset monetary system also throws
the debt bankers, the dark exponents of Satanic usury, ‘the most hated form of wealth creation’, into the dustbins of history.
At last, we have fulfilled our human responsibility to pass onto the future generations, a monetary system which is free from
debt peonage!

Welcome to Aristotle,
welcome to Asset-Money!
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The Q!

We do not have to wait for our politicians to awaken from their dark dreams of usury before we create an asset monetary
system. Instead, we can create an alternative currency called Quantar Hydro, TheQ!, a name derived from hydro power, light
quanta, and ‘ant’ economics. TheQ! uses Cyclos banking software, created by the Social Trade Organisation, to create
national trading markets for goods and services.
Using this Quantar Hydro concept, we can calculate the potential labours of TheQ! membership, projected ahead for the
next year, to create an asset ‘lake’ which can power TheQ! community. In this market, each Q! member receives 300 free
Quantars per year to ‘seed’ their Quantar account, every year, with the renewal of their $AUD8 annual subscription. The
base hourly wage, for an unskilled worker, is 10 Quantars per hour, Q10. However, a doctor, or a skilled artisan, can charge
multiples of this hourly rate to honour the years which they have invested in their profession and their craft.
Now a Mrs Smith can have her lawns mowed by a local student, who can then receive a language
lesson from a teacher, who can then trade Quantars for a basket of vegetables from the local
market. The world is now exchanging the treasures of goods and services using a monetary system
which does not impose the four financial demons, those of debt, interest, taxation, and inflation!
The people, at last, will have awoken to the nature of money, the slaves upon their plantations of
debt will have discovered that the real treasure in our nation is the life force of the people! This is
the monetary ‘gold’, the honey in the human ‘hive’ which the debt bankers have been stealing with their debt confetti,
created from nothing, the confetti which we have, in our ignorance, been calling money and wealth.
This Quantar Hydro marketplace is financed by subscriptions, donations, and the supply of additional services, such as the
merchandising of TheQ! brand, and when TheQ! marketplace attains a critical mass we will then have the financial power to
transform the banking structures of our world! The concept of TheQ! marketplace then is one of those ‘light bulb’ moments
in human history, a financial turning point which could transform the destiny of humanity!
In conclusion, we once lit our houses with medieval oil lamps but we now use electricity to power our world. It is time then
for a similar technological revolution within our monetary system. We need to awaken to asset-money, we need to awaken to a
financial power which can create a human incandescence and light our entire planet. Welcome then to ‘TheQ!’, welcome to
financial hydro power, welcome to ‘ant economics’ and financial freedom!

TheQ!, an asset-based monetary system,
free from the four financial demons,
those of debt, interest, taxation, and inflation!
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